Arapahoe Flight Club
Colorado Springs, CO.

POLICIES AND PROCEDURES
1 September, 2020
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ADMINISTRATION

APPLICATION FOR MEMBERSHIP
Submit applications to the club president with the annual insurance payment of $100 and first
month’s membership dues of $30. The Chief instructor will assign new members to a CFI for
aircraft checkout and or flight instruction. A student pilot must present an original Birth
Certificate, Passport or other legal documentation stating the citizenship of the new club member
or student. Club members and students will have to become TSA approved and obtain an Airport
badge from the Colorado Springs Airport Authority.

DUES AND PAYMENTS
Members that join the club after the 16th of the month, will pay a pro-rated amount for the first
month. Members are responsible for all charges, including monthly dues, regardlesss if they fly
monthly or not. Dues will be charged to the Member’s credit card. Members can pay their dues
in advanced if they so choose. Payments will be processed each Friday of every week.
Members will pay a $30 monthly fee and an annual insurance fee of $100.

NEW MEMBERSHIP REQUIREMENTS
New members will provide A.F.C a copy of their Medical Certificate and Pilot’s Certificate and
copies will be put in the member folder. When members receive an additional rating or Medical
Certification, it is their responsibility to update the copies in their Membership folder. We will
enforce all FAA regulations regarding club members. They can submit these copies to the
President or Chief Pilot for record keeping. They must also notify A.F.C of address and
telephone number changes.It is a member’s resposibility to make sure that the member folder is
complete and current.

PHOTOCOPIES OF RECORDS REQUIRED
To keep our records up-to-date, we require a photocopy of each member's information.
a. Pilot Certificate(s)
b. Current Medical Certificate
c. Copies of pages of your logbook including: last page, flight reviews, Endorsements, Mountain
checkout and documentation for all checkouts in each type of A.F.C. aircraft you intend to fly.
d. Proof of citizenship- 2 Forms of Identification i.e. Birth Certificate, Passport, Social security
card, and or Driver’s license
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e. Signed copy of the Covenant not to sue by Pilot and passengers or guardian must be in the

member’s file prior to any flight. These can be placed in the receipt box in the hangar until we
can place them in your file. If you have passengers that fly with you on a regular basis make sure
that it’s in your file.
f. A copy of the member’s airport badge
g. Copy of Student pre-solo test if applicable

h. Copy of the Course enrollment record. For part 61 pilots a written statement will suffice. This
can be replaced with your new pilot certificate or rating. Temporary licenses are acceptable
i. Authorization to use the golf cart/tug. Signed and dated by the instructor
j. CFIs must have documentation of the yearly TSA training course completion on file. All CFIs
need to make sure their Training stays current including biennial certification.

RESIGNATIONS
Members must submit resignations in writing to A.F.C. Resignations must contain the
member’s signature, the date, and contain a forwarding address. The forwarding address is very
important if there is any positive balance in the member’s account. Resignation prior to the 15 th
of the month avoids charges for that month’s dues. An email or letter of confirmation of
resignations will be issued if no problems, outstanding balances, etc. are in effect. All active
members will be charged the approved dues unless they resign in writing. A copy of your
resignation letter will be placed in your member file.
Airport badges are a mandatory return. If any badge is not returned the club member will
have to pay a $200 fine. You can turn in your badge to 5 Star Aviation, Chief pilot or the
President of A.F.C. We will update your member folder to reflect that it was returned.

MEMBERSHIP GROUNDING
The President or Chief Pilot may deny a member their flying privileges for safety violations,
regulatory violations or other actions. At the discretion of the President, the member may have
privileges reactivated by correcting the issues causing the “grounding” (i.e. receive additioanl
training by the President,Chief Pilot, CFI or in certain situations a FAA DPE, and or receive
counseling or be given a Safety Briefing). All active members will be charged the approved dues
unless they resign in writing during a membership grounding.
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MEMBERSHIP REVOCATION
The President reserves the right to revoque membership based on a member’s behavior including
safety issues, non-payment, not following rules and regulations, or any other issues at the
discretion of the President. After a revocatoion of membership an inactive member will not be
charged dues the month following the revocation. A membership revocation letter or email will
be sent to the inactive member prior to inactivation.

MEMBERSHIP RESPONSIBILITIES
It is each pilot’s responsibility to care for the aircraft as though it were their own. If a member
loses or damages A.F.C property they may be charged for the cost of replacent and labor. The
use of wing walkers are highly recommended while pulling or pushing aircraft in and out of the
hangar. Once the aircraft is backed into the hangar it is a best practice to use the tow bar to
position the aircraft in the boxes designated on the floor of the hangar. If flying solo try and get
another member or Five Star employee to help push or pull the aircraft and be wing walkers to
insure that there are no injuries to person or property. Five star requires that 30 minutes after
opening or 30 minutes prior to closing are the times for these requests in the movement of the
aircaft into and out of the hangar. The hours of operation are posted on the front window of the
facility if you forget. All tugs will be used by authorized personnel only. Operational authority
will be conducted by authorized personnel ( President, Chief Instructor, Certified Flight
Instructor), and a sign off sheet must be filed in the member folder prior to any operation of any
tug. Careless operation and treatment of the aircraft or tug can result in revocation of
membership.

PERSONAL OWNED VEHICLES OPERATIONS
All personal Owned Vehicles need to come through the gate and be parked on the west side of
the hangars. Always use your badge on entry and exiting the Five star gate. Remember that you
need to stop to verify that the gate closes behind you on entry and exit. This could result in
a $17,000 dollar fine. So be diliberate in making sure that the gate closes. The gate records all
entry and exits both digitally and through camera surveilance. The Airport authority monitors our
gate access.
Do not park your vehicle or leave an aircraft in front of the hangars because this blocks the active
taxiway, not even for a moment.

SCHEDULING
Aircraft scheduling is provided 24 hours via the online scheduler. When scheduling an aircraft
write in the comment section the proposed flight plan, example: East practice area – training,
Cross country – KCOS, KAPA, KCOS. No flight may depart unless it has been scheduled
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online and activated prior to departure. Always double check tach and HOBBS numbers
are correct before check out and on return. This allows us to keep up with the
maintenance. And that you get charged the right amount.
A best practice is to check the aircraft out online with your phone prior to starting the engine(s)
and checking the aircraft in on your phone after the flight prior to exiting the aircraft. Write your
times down. This will make filling out the receipt and your log book easier especially if someone
is scheduled to take the aircraft after you. An example of how to fill out flight receipts is located
on the white board in the hangar. Flight receipts and fuel receipts are to be placed in the wooden
tray under the counter following any flight.
The schedulilng of all aircraft will be on a “first come, first served” basis, by aircraft tail number.
If a student pilot has a checkride scheduled with an FAA DPE it will take priority over all other
operations, This is due to the high demand currently for examiners. If there is a conflict the
Student Pilot”s CFI must contact the person scheduled in the aircraft and make them aware of the
schedule conflict. This should allow a member to switch aircraft to one that will not be in use.
When scheduling an FAA checkride place the information in the comment section in the online
scheduler. Cancellations on the same day of a scheduled flight may incur a “No Show Fee”
without a valid reason that is approved by the President or Chief Instructor. When a student
schedules or cancels a flight “on line” they must ensure that they inform their Insturctor. If a
cancelation is required the club member must cancel it online. This will release the aircraft for
other members to schedule.
If you cancel your flight for any reason, also cancel the flight on HoldShort, otherwise a
cancellation fee will be assessed to the member. This makes the aircraft available to other
members.
NO SHOW
A “no show” charge of one hour’s flight time, unless extenuating circumstances dictate, will be
made automatically if the scheduled flight is not canceled 24 hours in advance. If it’s a student
the instructor fee will be added to the billable hour.

CROSS-COUNTRY MINIMUMS
A minimum charge of three (3) hours per day for club members will be made for all cross-county
flights. Advance payment for one-half the anticipated flight hours on any cross-country
fight over five (5) hours is required.
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CARELESSNESS/IMPROPER PROCEDURES
Maintenance expenses resulting from member(s), pilot(s), or their passenger’s carelessness or
improper operating procedures may be billed directly to the club member or pilot.
A $50 minimum fee may be charged if an aircraft is parked incorrectly. This includes, but is
not limited to, parking any aircraft in the wrong location where it can come in contact with
vehicles or other aircraft, improperly securing the aircraft (improperly tied down and/or chocked,
failure to install the gust lock, tie downs, master switch left on, etc.), or returning an aircraft in
poor condition (excessively dirty interior, trash, etc.).
PASSENGERS
Member’s are only allowed to escort 5 people on to the property due to Airport Authority rules.
Always have your badge when bringing guests onto the Airfield. Guests can not be left alone in
the hangar. It is recommended that they wait for you in Five Star unless another badged member
is there to escort them. Members may carry passengers in AFC aircraft if they are current in that
aircraft. It is the club member’s resposiblity to abide by all AFC policy and procedures and
FAR’s for that flight. Flight instruction of any non members is prohibitted. No non members are
allowed to take off or land any AFC aircraft. All passengers or guardians have to have filled
out and signed a covenant not to sue prior to starting engine(s). These have to be filed at
AFC prior to any flight. The covenant not to sue should be placed in the wooden box in the
hangar or can be filed in the member’s folder for recurrent passengers.
No passengers may be onboard A.F.C aircraft during any training flight. Training flights can be
conducted with an additional student on board the aircraft in the backseat but only with
Instructor and the training student pilot’s permission. While on the flight the backseat student
will exercise a sterile cockpit as to not distract the Instructor and the training student pilot. Only
students that are enrolled in the same training course cirriculum may observe the training. Only
the student’s Instructor, Chief Instructor, President, or FAA representative are permitted to sit in
the copilot’s front seat position during a student pilot’s training flight.

AIRCRAFT GROUND HANDLING AND SECURITY
The Pilot-in-Command is responsible for the proper parking, hangaring and security of A.F.C
aircraft locally and when on cross country missions.
1. Locally you can fuel the aircraft by calling the Jet center/Cutter after each flight. Always
witness the fueling of the aircraft. This should be completed prior to the next scheduled
flight. If you habitually leave the aircraft unfuled for the next flight, a fee of $50 will
be assessed for each incident. When fueling on Cross country flights keep receipts for
reimbursement. If the fuel is less than the current fuel rates here at KCOS we will
reimburse you the difference. Do not lose your receipt(s)!!
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2. Prior to start up always be aware of your surroundings and yell clear prop so someone
can hear you more than 50 feet away. If somone wants to board or deplane the aircraft the
engine(s) should always be shut down. Note- if someone runs up the aircraft or is
endanger pull mixture immediately!!
3. Hangar aircraft especially in inclement weather where high winds or hail is forecasted.
If the aircraft is left outside and it is damaged as a result, the full expense to fix the
aircraft will be assesed to the responsible member.
4. Install flight control lock or use seatbelt whichever will work to protect the flight controls
after every flight, unless it is going to hangared immediately.
5. Chock wheels and use appropriate tie downs to secure the aircraft on any crosscountry.
Never leave the aircraft unless it is properly secured. Prior to a cross country verify that
you have a towbar, chocks, tiedowns and a quart(s) of oil on board.
6. Place propeller in horizontal position to reduce potential prop strikes.
7. NEVER taxi through a snowdrift or ice dam.
8. Do not place any items near the windscreen on top of the instrument panel next to the
glare shield. Windscreens scratch very easily.
9. Clean the windscreen for the next person using the aircraft.

TOWING OPERATIONS
When moving aircraft in and out of the hangar, ensure that you have wing walkers when you are
unsure of clearance. It is the operator’s responsibility to ensure proper clearance. If there is
aircraft damage as a result of improper towing operations, the member will be assessed the full
value to fix this damage. If you have a towing accident report it right way to A.F.C personnel.
There are cameras in hangars, ramps and taxiways.
Towing operations will only be performed by A.F.C. CFIs and Ground Personnel and those
members checked out on towing operations.

IDENTIFICATION
All pilots must carry their photo identification, airport badge and their FAA Pilot Certificate and
logbooks during flight operations. The most common form of ID is a Dirver’s License or
passport. Each person must present their photo identification when requested by the FAA
administrator, an authorized representative of the NTSB, TSA, or law enforcement officer, or
Five Star personnel. If you do receive a ramp check you must inform the President or Chief
instructor by a phone call only.

INSTRUCTOR RESPONSIBILITIES
Instructors are encouraged to promote AFC and bring new members to the club as Pilot’s
or Students.
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As instructors you will be able to instruct them only if they have joined the club and they are
enrolled in an approved FAA course from AFC. This is an insurance requirement.
Instructor’s are expected to be professional at all times while on company property and treat all
guests and students appropriately.
Safety is our first priority when instructing and this should be the focus on each and every flight.
All courses willl be taught using the FAA approved training materials and syllabus provided by
AFC. Additional materials may be used but need to be approved by the Chief Instructor. Most
instructional materials will be approved from prominent resources (FAA pubs, POH/AFM, ASA,
Jeppesen, Sheppard air, Gleim, King Schools, Sporty’s, etc..). These resources are to supplement
the traing materials provided to the student by AFC. Instructional materials made up by the
instructor need approval. Live by the Gouge Die by the Gouge.
Best practices used while instructing should be shared with all pilots. We all can learn from each
other and open communication is encouraged.
Any performance calculations have to calculated from the POH or AFM for the specific aircraft
being used.
Sometimes student needs may require the instructor to temporarily deviate from the course
syllabus, however, the instrutor must always return to the correct lesson plan sequence as soon as
possible. NOTE:This may change depending on a student’s enrollment in part 141 in the future.
All appropriate Log Book entries will be made by the Instructor prior to the student’s departure
from the airport.
Instructors will always brief the student prior to departure on the maneuvers that will be
conducted. This brief should not last more than 15 minutes. If the student needs more than a 15
minute brief the student needs to be made aware of the additional time it takes for the brief. It is
the student’s responsibility to show up prepared for the flight and it’s the Instructors
responsibility to teach them how to be prepared. Chronic unpreparedness by the student needs to
be communicated to the Chief pilot early within the training process. This will ensure that the
student and instructor uses their time efficiently.
Instructors are resposible for all Pilot in Command duties as set out by the FARs.
Instructors should always debrief the student for approximately 15 minutes and establish the
goals for the next flight. This needs to be a private conversation between instructor and student.
The President and Chief Instructor will make all student assignments to the Instructors.
Instructors should contact a new student within 24 hours after assignemnt.
Instructors may not “pass” a student onto another instructor without consulting the Chief Pilot.
If a student wants to video their flight. It is the Instructor’s responsibility to accommodate the
student’s request. Just make sure that all GoPros are fully charged and attached correctly and are
turned on before the flight. Downloads of the flight can be done on the computer in the
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conference room for review. Videos are a great training tool that can be helpful during
instruction.
All video equipment are property of A.F.C. and damage, theft or misuse can be charged to the
instructor. With that said just make sure you take care of our equipment but don’t feel like it’s a
burden and not offer it to your student.
Instructors will clear their own students and make sure all Federal Regulations are complied with
prior to a solo flight. All private student pilot instructors must do 3 takeoffs and landings prior to
conducting a first solo flight. The student must do only 3 takeoff and landings to a full stop.
During a solo flight, the student’s instructor needs to write down the Hobbs time prior to letting
the student solo the aircraft. This allows the student to not pay for dual instruction and his PIC
time can be properly calculated for the student’s logbook. If an instructor wants to stay at the
airport during a private student’s solo crosscountry they can arrange for compensation. See the
Chief instructor on what to charge the student
Instructors are responsible for their own students while they are on any solo or solo crosscountry flight. If the student’s instructor is not available to monitor the flight, the Instuctor must
make arrangements with the Chief Instructor or President for someone to monitor the flight.
Another Instructor can supervise the flight with the approval of the Chief Pilot or President. The
supervisory role of the alternate instructor is to check that all weather, performance calculations,
Weight and Balance, preflight of the aircraft- Check fuel visually with the fuel gauge,
maintenace and inspections are complete, AROW, Nav logs Completed, Curent Sectional and
the flight plan has been filed. Conduct PAVE and IMSAFE, Verify the student pilot has their
Logbook with endorsements, Medical Certificate, Student pilot certificate, and a photo ID. Any
non preparation of these items are grounds for canceling the flight. You can monitor the solo
flight on Flight Aware or Flight RADAR. Always make sure the student pilot closes their flight
plan after the flight.
Instructors will need to observe a student’s pre-flight procedures and conduct their own preflight
checks prior to each flight. Special emphasis for privste students.
Instructors will check the A.F.C’s “on-line” schedule periodically for any changes.The instructor
should be contacted if there are any cancellations. The student should cancel 24 hours in advance
or they could be charged a no show fee.
It is the Instructor’s responsibility to schedule a student’s stage checks with the Chief instructor
at the appropriate times in the syllabus.
Instructors should have a meeting with the Chief Instructor to discuss a student’s FAA check ride
and determine the scheduling of an aircraft.
An Instructor should only endorse their student for a check ride when they are certain that the
student is capable of passing their check ride. A failure on a check ride is NOT a good learning
experience. Uncertainty of a student’s skills and ability to pass a check ride is justification NOT
to sign them off. Remember YOU are the Instructor. Always grade the student by the FAA
completion standards. If they are not able to perform to these standards they are not ready. A
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student pilot should be able to tell his or her instructor what the standards are for each element in
their training. It’s the instructor’s responsibility to hold the student accountable to these
standards.
The flight/ground Instructor is to provide a service to the student and NOT the student to the
Instructor. Customer Service is very important. Exercise tact when discussiing a pilot’s ability.
Remember that we are all constantly learning and you were at the same place once too in your
training. A best practice is to make sure that all de-breifings be conducted privately.
Always discuus a student’s progress PRIVATELY with the Chief Instructor or President, not
with other instructors or members present.

SAFETY

AIRCRAFT DISCREPANCIES
Any discrepancy, whether an airworthiness issue or not, must be reported to A.F.C. personnel.
And a discrepancy log should be written on HoldShort.
If a discrepancy does not affect the airworthiness of the airplane and complies with the FARs, it
may be reported at the conclusion of the flight to A.F.C. personnel.
Should any condition of airframe, engine, or avionics be found which may render the aircraft unairworthy the pilot shall:






Immediately report the condition to A.F.C. by cellphone or in person. Voice mail, Text
and email are considered inappropriate for this communication.
Record the discrepancy on HoldShort if applicable
Leave Aircraft open on Hold Short
Take the key out of the aircraft and place in the hangar in the receipt box
If on a Cross country call the President or Chief instructor at AFC for further instructions.

COLLISION AVOIDANCE
All pilots must be constantly vigilant on the ground or while airborne for obstructions or other
aircraft. Due to high density of air traffic within the KCOS airspace, always use all available
resources to determine aircraft position(s). NOTAMs (L) (D) and FDC for each intended airport
should be thoroughly read prior to any flight operation.
Always conduct a pitot static check on taxi and verify flight instruments are working properly
prior to take off.
A brake check should be done immediately after the aircraft begins to move from its
parking place from the PIC, student, and Instructor. The maximum speed for any taxi
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operation should be equivalent to a brisk walk. If you were to lose brakes could that aircraft roll
to a stop before coming into contact with any aircraft, obstacle, or over run a taxiway or hold
short line to a runway. Also take extra precautions during night taxi operations. Foreign objects
or debris can be hard to see at night. Always use proper crosswind taxiing when on the ground
until securing the aircraft.

CFI DUTY DAY
Normal duty day for CFIs are restricted to 8 flight hours per day and then you are required to
have a 12 hour rest period. For example, if the duty day is complete at 1800 local, then the CFI
cannot show up for work until 0600 local the following day.

STUDENT TRAINING

GENERAL
All students training for certifications and additional ratings will be accomplished under the FAA
part 61 and 141 regulations when applicable.
STUDENTS MUST PROVIDE PROOF OF CITIZENSHIP PRIOR TO TAKING THEIR
FIRST FLIGHT BY PROVIDING A BIRTH CERTIFICATE OR A CURRENT US
PASSPORT.
Students must be under the supervision of an A.F.C. authorized Certified Flight Instructor
at all times unless released by the Chief Instructor. Each individual solo flight must have
prior approval by the student pilot’s instructor and proper sign offs from the instructor must be
current at the time of the flight. All endorsements and government issued Id’s must accompany
the student pilot during solo flight operations. Each instructor should provide the route of flight
and solo in the comment section on HoldShort.

TRANSFER STUDENTS
If a student transfers in from another flight school, the student must present his/her Log Book,
Current Medical, Student Pilot certificate, Endorsements, document of completed written, and or
completed lesson plans to the Chief Instructor or President. The President or Chief Instructor
will determine how much credit is extended to a transfer student based upon Regulations, a
Flight Check, written and or oral exam if needed could be conducted to determine a student’s
progress before starting within the training syllabus. Transfer students are required to have the
approved training material for A.F.C. and must start in the sequence that is approved by the
President or Chief Instructor.
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INSTRUCTOR ASSIGNMENTS
The President and or Chief pilot will assign students to their instructors based upon the student’s
needs. A working relationship between student and an Instructor is essential at all times. If for
any reason a student or instructor believes a change of instructor would benefit the student, this
change will be made by the President or Chief pilot.

TRAINING MATERIALS AND SYLLABUS
The FAA approved syllabus will be used at all times. Each student will possess their own
training materials.

STUDENT PROGRESS CHECK FLIGHTS AND ORAL EXAMS:
All progress check flights will be accomplished by the Chief Pilot or an Assistant Chief
Instructor. All check flights will be given in accordance with the school’s syllabus and the final
stage checks or end of course checks will meet the Airman Certification Standards for the
specific flight test.

FAA CHECK RIDES
The President or Chief Instructor will schedule the FAA Designated Examiner for a student’s
check flight only after the student has completed all FAA 61 or 141 requirements and is properly
signed off by their Instructor. The individual’s Instructor and Chief Instructor will make the
determination of when a student is ready for their check ride, NOT the student. Ask the President
or Chief Instructor for current prices for check rides.

MILITARY COMPETANCY REQUIREMENTS
Each individual military pilot has a different background and needs. This SOP is designed only
for an overview of basic requirements. A student working towards a “Military Competency”
must solo prior to a FAA Check Ride, and must possess a current FAA Class II Medical
Certificate. The applicant must be on active duty flying status or have flown military aircraft
within twelve (12) months.
FAR 61.73 – A rated military pilot who applies for a Private or Commercial Pilot
Certificate in the twelve (12) month window must pass a written test on the parts of Part
61 relating to pilot privileges and limitations, air traffic and general operating rules, and
accident reporting rules. He has at least ten (10) hours of flight time serving as PIC of
aircraft of the category, class or type for which he seeks a rating.
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FAR 61.109 – Helicopter, Commercial/Instrument Pilots, at least ten (10) hours in
airplane plus written recommendation and other variables depending upon previous
training and at the discretion of the Chief Instructor.
FAR 61.83 – If a category rating is required to a pilot’s present civilian certification, the
pilot must meet all of the requirements for the original issuance of the certificate with the
exception of passing an FAA written test and at least ten (10) hours PIC.
To obtain a Class Rating:
The applicant must have a recommendation from a rated Flight Instructor and pass a Flight Test
(FAA Certification) in the class of aircraft desired. No set amount of time is required, but the
average is ten (10) hours. This figure is more likely to increase rather than decrease.
If a pilot has been out of the military flying less than twelve (12) months, they then fall into the
same category as active duty, based on issue of military competency.
If the pilot has flown in the military as first pilot for over twelve (12) moths, then the individual
must complete all primary experience/training requirements.

GROUND SCHOOLS
Each student pilot is required to take an Approved Ground School and have passed their written
prior to any check ride. If a student has already passed a written exam prior to training at AFC
they must provide a copy of the test results and show proof that the written has not expired or
will expire during training. We cannot guarantee that training will be complete prior to its
expiration date.
As of the published date of this SOP, we are currently using the Cessna ground school course. A
student can use other sources for their online training but the course has to be approved by the
President or Chief Instructor. It is highly recommended that a student use only the approved
training courses we provide. We reserve the right to change our courses as we find courses that
fit the needs of our students.

STUDENT PILOT CURRENCY
Prior to even the first training flight or a new member’s first flight, the student or new member
must have read the Policies and Procedures. It should be documented that you received a copy in
your member folder.
All Student Pilots must be cleared by their Flight Instructor and have the correct endorsements
before any solo flight. A student must fly with a Flight Instructor at least once every 30 days or
accrue no more than 10 hours of solo flight time in a 30 day period, including 3 takeoffs and
landings
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STUDENT RIGHTS
A student has the right to be treated with dignity and respect by a well-trained, professional
instructor.
A student has the right to have a concerned Instructor who is punctual, neat, clean and prepared
for the lesson.
A student has the right to fly a safe and well-maintained aircraft.
A student has the right to have a well-organized lesson that follows the approved syllabus and is
appropriate to the student’s knowledge and skills.
A student has the right to have positive feedback and constructive criticism of their flight skills
and knowledge.
A student has the right to have an instructor that is concerned about their progress, supportive of
their skills and be given well planned lessons.

WIND LIMITS (STUDENT PILOT CERTIFICATE)
Student solo flights may not depart when actual or expected winds exceed 16 knots or with a
crosswind component in excess of 8 knots. If the limitation in your logbook is less than stated
here use logbook limitation ONLY. Instructors will need to see your current endorsements prior
to a solo flight. Weather will always be checked prior to being cleared to follow these
limitations.

RUNWAY CONDITIONS (STUDENT PILOT CERTIFICATE)
No student pilot may depart on a flight if the runways at any airport of intended operation are
reported to be icy or snow covered, or where the runway braking action is reported as fair, poor
or nil, (defined as any friction value (MU) less than 40).

CROSS-COUNTRY FLIGHTS (STUDENT PILOT CERTIFICATE)
All solo cross-country flights will depart with fuel tanks topped-off. The only exception is if your
weight-and-balance does not allow for full fuel. Always plan to have at least 1 hour fuel
remaining in the tanks at destination airport.

NIGHT FLIGHTS (STUDENT PILOT CERTIFICATE)
Student solos at night are prohibited unless specifically authorized by the Chief instructor.
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RUNWAY LENGTH (STUDENT PILOT CERTIFICATE)
All solo student pilots will use the full runway length for takeoff. No intersection takeoffs are
authorized.

FLIGHT OPERATIONS

LOCAL FLYING AREA
The local flying area is defined as a geographical area around the Colorado Springs (KCOS)
airport, in which aircraft may operate without filing a cross-country flight plan. Flight plans need
to be filed and opened if outside the local area. This local area is an all-purpose area designed
primarily to support the following phases of flight operations.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Local student instruction
Local Aircraft check out and transition
Instrument training and currency practice with another certificated Pilot onboard
Certificate upgrades for maneuver practice
Always plan to have at least 1 hour fuel remaining after all flights, Local and Cross
Country

DEFINITION OF LOCAL FLYING AREA
The Local Flying area for rated pilots encompasses a semi-circle of 75 nautical miles in radius,
centered at the Colorado Springs airport and to the east of Highway I-25.
The Local Flying area for student pilots is a semi-circle of 25 nautical miles in radius, east of I25 centered at the Colorado Springs airport.
Intermediate stops are limited to one hour duration, if a long stop is desired, a cross-country
flight plan must be filed. If a pilot has to wait at another airport until weather passes and cannot
return to the airport before the end of their scheduled time. The PIC must contact the other
scheduled pilot to inform them of the reason for their delay.

REMAIN OVERNIGHT (RON)
On all intended and non-intended (weather or maintenance related) RONs, the pilot will select a
Fixed Based Operation (FBO) that is secure, with lighting, security and not at a remote site.
Pilots should request to hangar the aircraft if there is forecasted or reported weather conditions
that could damage the aircraft. Often, overnight hangars are permitted with the purchase of fuel
for a small fee and possibly free. The pilot’s responsibility involves chocking, locking, and
grounding the aircraft and ensuring sufficient room exists for other aircraft to move freely around
the aircraft without the possibility of a collision. If the pilot hangars the aircraft, wing walkers
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must be used. If the aircraft cannot be hangared, then securely tie down, chock and lock it, and
remove all headsets. Try to park the aircraft close to the night lighting, but not immediately next
to the taxi area (this prevents “clipped wings”).
You may NOT authorize maintenance on the aircraft until you have received permission from
the President or Chief Instructor. Once we know what the problem is, we will either suggest
having you correct the problem (we may fly a mechanic in to repair the aircraft) or we will
arrange with the FBO to have the aircraft repaired. We will do everything in our power to assist
you in completing your cross-country flight. If you pay for the repairs, you MUST provide us
with the receipt in order for us to reimburse your expenditures.
If you return home without the aircraft, the cost of the return trip is TOTALLY yours. Also, the
cost of our recovering the aircraft and bringing it back is your responsibility. Do not abandon the
aircraft and continue on your trip. Ensure that the President has been notified of the location and
appropriate contacts for the aircraft. Also, it is vital that you provide A.F.C with your phone
numbers and point of contact.
DO NOT LEAVE A MASSAGE ON THE ANSWERING SYSTEM. ENSURE THAT
YOU TALK TO THE PRESIDENT OR CHIEF INSTRUCTOR.
If you have had to divert from your planned route of flight due to weather conditions or
maintenance problems, be sure to close the Flight Plan (notify the FSS) and A.F.C.

LOST PROCEDURES
If you believe that you are lost, do not be afraid to admit that you are lost.
Climb to conserve fuel and have a better view of your position. Check for rivers, range of hills,
power lines, roads or highways against your charts. Do not fly around in a circle. Re-orient
yourself, re-establish your course and continue if possible.
Crosscheck: Use radio NAV aids, if able, to pinpoint your position.
Calculate time fuel and distance to determine if you will be able to land at the nearest suitable
airport
Confess: Contact the last available controller, ARTCC, or FSS and follow their instructions for a
DF Steer or a RADAR Vector
Utilize other aircraft for radio communications or assistance. Guard station is on 121.5
If totally lost, and a usable runaway is available, land and ask for assistance.
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WEIGHT AND BALANCE ON CROSS-COUNTRY FLIGHTS
On en-route stops during cross-country flights, the pilot will compute the takeoff and climb data
prior to each takeoff. When additional passengers are boarded/deplaned, switching seats or
changes in baggage occur, a Weight and Balance must be recomputed.

FUELING REQUIREMENTS
The pilot in command will compute fuel requirements form aircraft performance tables on the
aircraft to be used and ensure a minimum of one-hour-fuel remaining at all fuel stops. This is
considered a best practice on all flights. Refueling A.F.C aircraft will not take place whenever
lighting is present within 5 NM. Pilots will ensure aircraft are refueled to the tabs for local flights
following aircraft use. Always set your time before takeoff for every flight. This will help to
ensure you know how much fuel is remaining during your flight.

APPROVED AIRFIELDS FOR LANDINGS OR TOUCH AND GOES
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Front Range (Denver)
Centennial (Denver)
La Junta
Pueblo Memorial
JEFFCO (Denver)
Limon
Trinidad
Meadow lake
Akron

PREFLIGHT PROCEDURES
Follow all FAR’s for the preflight procedures. Weather, Maintenance, Aircraft inspection,
weight and balance, performance calculations, Airworthiness, etc.
If you decide to preflight the aircraft in the hangar, make sure that all liquids are tested or oil
filled outside the hangar. This will ensure that no flammable liquids are spilt inside the hangar.
Empty Quarts of Oil should be disposed of in the proper container located inside the hangar
against the back wall in the southeast corner.
When taking fuel samples during preflight, inspect them carefully for aviation blue no bubbles
no debris. Once analyzed and found to be free from contaminates pour them back into the fuel
tanks. This will keep fuel off the ramp.
Make sure that after taking a fuel sample the drain closes. If it doesn’t and their remains a steady
stream the aircraft fuel might syphon over board during flight.
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Tie the aircraft down outside and report the incident to the Chief instructor or the President.
Park the aircraft in the designated place outside on the ramp for preflight only when
environmental conditions are taken into account. Example- Chocked on the T. Remember to
remove the Chocks and pitot covers this should been done before starting engine(s).
If all the T spots are taken you can park Aircraft facing the hangar with the tail close to the
cement berm.
The cement berm is also where you can tie the aircraft down. Make sure to use the ratchet straps
on the wings and tail.

POST FLIGHT PROCEDURES
The following procedures are the responsibility of the pilot after each flight.
After each flight:
Refuel the aircraft. Aircraft can be refueled by the Cutter aviation either at the FBO or by calling
them directly to refuel the aircraft at Five Star Aviation outside of our hangar. Going to the FBO
is the fastest way, only go to the FBO to get fuel if time is short.
Never refuel the aircraft while it is in the hangar. The Airport authority can fine you up to
$70,000 for this mistake. Not to mention the fire hazard that it can create.
Make sure Fuel is about 1/8 of an inch below the filler neck or lower before hangaring aircraft
due to expansion. If fuel is dripping out of the sump where we use the fuel tester, pull down on
the T to see if it stops.
There is a possibility that we will need to tie the Aircraft outside overnight until it can be fixed.
This should be the only time that aircraft are tied down outside of our hangar. Make sure and
contact the AFC President or Chief instructor if an aircraft has to be parked outside overnight.
If fuel requirements are lower than normal due to the next flight’s mission it should be
coordinated between the members prior to refueling the aircraft. Most local flights can be done
with fueling the aircraft to the tabs in the Warrior and Cherokee. This best practice allows for
better performance on high density altitude days.
After refueling, ensure all caps are secure to prevent rain/moisture from entering the fuel tanks.
Complete post flight as per checklist.
Clean aircraft windows of any bugs that could hamper traffic recognition for the pilot on the
next flight. The window cleaner and rags are located on the top shelf next to the oil disposal
station on the back wall in southeast corner of the hangar.
Close Flight Plan and sign in aircraft in the Hold short app with the appropriate end times. This
allows us to bill correctly and keep up with the maintenance schedule
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After Movement:
Taxi between rows SLOWLY (approximately 5 MPH) exercising extreme caution.
Always clear any taxiway, non-movement area visually and enlist help from passengers to
remain situationally aware.
Avoid taxiing over chocks or chains.
Ensure a safe and sufficient distance between wing tips exist from obstacles and other aircraft.
Under no circumstances will aircraft taxi between any line personnel or FOLLOW ME truck and
the aircraft being guided in or blocked out.
If the aircraft is to be towed or taxied, ensure that there are wing walkers when required.
ALWAYS ENSURE THAT THERE IS SUFFICIENT CLEARANCE BETWEEN THE
AIRCRAFT WING TIPS AND ANTENNAS AND OTHER AIRCRAFT, VEHICLES,
BUILDINGS, HANGAR DOORS, POSTS, SIGNS OR OTHER OBSTACLES.
THE PILOT IS ALWAYS RESPONSIBLE FOR THE SAFETY OF THE AIRCRAFT.

WEATHER LIMITATIONS
A standard weather briefing from Flight Services is required for all flights, local or crosscountry. 1-800-WX-BRIEF
Always Check Prognostic Charts, Sigmets, Turbulence, Icing, Winds and Temperatures aloft, GAirmets, Surrounding Airport Metars, TAFs, current applicable airport Metars, Awos, Asos
Calculate Density Altitude and Current Notams (Local, Distant, and TFR’s) for each airport for
intended operations
When outside temperature at KCOS are 95°F/35°C or density altitude exceeds 10,000ft, ALL
A.F.C. aircraft are grounded unless cleared by A.F.C. manager or chief pilot.
Dual - each instructor will ensure weather conditions are acceptable to accomplish the required
training and are within his/her capabilities.
Solo (local flights) – VFR minimum 3000 feet ceiling and 10 miles visibility. Permission may be
given for specific flights in the traffic pattern only by a flight instructor when conditions are less
than 3000 feet ceiling and 10 miles visibility.
Solo (cross-country flights) - conditions over the entire route are minimum 5000 feet ceiling and
10 miles visibility and are expected to remain so for the entire flight.
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WIND LIMITATIONS
No flight may take place when the crosswind component exceeds the demonstrated crosswind
component per the POH.
No flight may take place when steady winds or gusts are > 30kts.
Dual flights are at the instructor’s discretion and must ensure the conditions are within his/her
capabilities.
Student solo flights may not depart when actual or forecast winds for the duration and up to one
hour after expected time of completion of the flight, exceed 16kts steady or gusting, or the
crosswind component is in excess of 8 knots.

MINIMUM ALTITUDES
Simulated power failure emergencies are permitted only with an A.F.C. authorized instructor.
No pilot shall descend below 1000' AGL, unless it’s for takeoff and landing. No buzzing
When flying over mountainous terrain, the pilot should maintain a minimum of 1,000ft
AGL at all times, except for take-off and landing.
An engine failure may be simulated only by retarding the throttle. Using the mixture control or
fuel selector to simulate an engine failure is NOT acceptable.
Care should always be taken not to disturb people or livestock on the ground.
At no time should the aircraft be allowed to get closer than 500' to any person, structure, vehicle
or vessel as required by FAR 91.119.

MULTI-ENGINE TRAINING
All air maneuvers will be accomplished 3000 AGL
All emergency procedures will be performed no lower that 1,000-ft. AGL.
Single-engine approaches are approved down to 500 ft. AGL or above. At 500 ft. AGL and
below both engines must be utilized for landing.
Single-engine landings will be performed only by A.F.C. instructors just prior to students check
ride.
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FLIGHT PRIVILEGES
Annual Proficiency Checkouts - To promote competency and safety each member on active
flying status is required to fly with an A.F.C. designated flight instructor for approximately one
hour once a year. Done during the same month as the Biennial Flight Review, in alternating
years, the proficiency check will be held to the same standard as a Biennial Flight Review. It will
be used as an exchange of piloting ideas and techniques, and serves to maintain currency
throughout the membership. Remember this is not a check ride but a flight to stay active and to
work on elements that are not usually done in a routine flight.

RECOMMENDED RECENCY OF EXPERIENCE
Student Pilot Certificate: Minimum of 2 flights per month with a minimum of 2 hours flight
time including 3 takeoffs and landings.
Private Pilot Certificate: Less than 100 hours total time: Minimum of 1 hour during the past 30
days including 3 takeoffs and landings. More than 100 hours total time: Minimum of 1 hour
during the past 90 days including 3 takeoffs and landings.
Commercial Pilot Certificate: Less than 1000 hours total time: Minimum of 1 hour during the
past 90 days including 3 takeoffs and landings. More than 1000 hours total time: As required by
FARs.
Airline Transport Pilot Certificate: As required by FARs.
Re-training Flights- The Chief Pilot, President or their designee may at their discretion require
any member to complete a remedial re-training flight in the interest of safety. This may include
ground training as well as flight training.

IFR FLIGHTS
IFR flights may only be conducted in IFR-qualified A.F.C. aircraft and by current IFR qualified
pilots. Make sure that your logbooks reflect that your current and a copy of your currency is in
your member file. If you need an instructor to get you current talk to the Chef pilot and an
instructor can be scheduled for you to regain currency. A suggestion is to fly 2 approaches every
other month with a safety pilot.

PILOTS OPERATING HANDBOOK, AIRCRAFT FLIGHT MANUAL, CHECKLISTS
All pilots must be thoroughly familiar with the pilot’s operating handbook or Aircraft Flight
Manual for each aircraft being flown.
A pilot's operating handbook or Aircraft Flight Manual, and aircraft checklist must be carried in
the aircraft on each flight.
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Use of aircraft checklists is good operating practice and is required. Please do not remove
checklists from aircraft.

SMOKING
NO SMOKING INSIDE THE HANGAR OR BUILDINGS.
Smoking while in any A.F.C. aircraft is prohibited. Smoking increases fire hazards and is
detrimental to aircraft instruments, as well as pilots' physiology. If you have to smoke the
authorized area is next to the left door by 5 star’s hangar. Make sure all buts are out prior to
placing them in the approved waste container.
FIRE EXTINGUSHERS ARE LOCATED ON THE EAST AND WEST WALL INSDE THE
HANGAR. Remember PASS ie: Pull pin – Aim – Squeeze – Sweep, at the base of the fire
IF FIRE DOES NOT GO OUT EVACUATE CALL 911 DON’T GO BACK INTO HANGAR
DUE TO THE POSSIBILITY OF NOXIOUS FUMES OR SMOKE
MOUNTAIN FLYING (A mountain flight is considered to be any terrain above 8,500 feet
MSL.)
Mountain flights in A.F.C. aircraft are allowed only after:
a. Receiving a mountain checkout by an authorized A.F.C. instructor; or
b. Receiving a waiver signed by the Chief pilot, which is then entered into the pilot's member
file.
c. All Mountain Flights must have a filed flight plan, calculated weight and balance, takeoff
distance, climb performance and a standard weather brief must have been obtained prior to any
take off from each airport.

SPINS AND OTHER AEROBATIC FLIGHT
Aerobatic flight, including intentional spins, in A.F.C. aircraft is forbidden in all aircraft
not certified for aerobatics.
This includes banks over 60 degrees.
CFI training in spins have to be authorized by the Chief Pilot or President.
Aircraft that are certified for Aerobatics can be used for Aerobatics if the club member is
checkout or enrolled in the aerobatics course and a copy of his/her training syllabus and
the instructor signature are in the member’s file. There is no FAA required endorsement
for aerobatics but this is to ensure that the club member is qualified and trained on the
location(s) where these maneuvers can be performed. Also the use of parachutes need to be
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provided when two airman are in the Aircraft together. PARACHUTES HAVE TO BE
INSPECTED AND BE CURRENT BEFORE THE FLIGHT.

FORMATION FLIGHTS
Formation flights create a serious collision risk and should be performed by experienced, trained
pilots only. The use of A.F.C. aircraft in any formation flights is strictly prohibited.
All A.F.C. aircraft shall maintain a separation of at least 1/4 statute mile from any other aircraft
while flying over similar routes. Faster Aircraft shall always keep the slower aircraft in site and
pass on the right if overtaking and should continue to be ¼ statute mile away at all times.
All cross country flights with multiple aircraft need to be planned with the PIC’s of each aircraft
prior to take off. It’s better to start with a plan and stick to it for each leg of your trip. Air to Air
radio frequency is 122.75 published Jan 1, 2018

OIL
Do not use partial quarts of oil. If you need to add oil, add an entire quart.
Deposit any empty oil containers and trash in the proper receptacle.
When you put oil in an engine, please mark it in the comments section of HoldShort.

CHARTER SERVICE
A.F.C. aircraft will not be operated for commercial charter purposes, as it is a violation of the
Federal Aviation Regulations. We do not rent aircraft out for a dry rate to avoid any confusion.

FOREIGN COUNTRY FLIGHTS
A.F.C. aircraft are not permitted to be flown to any foreign country.

DISCIPLINE
In the event a voluntary or involuntary incident occurs involving a club member, guest(s), family
member(s) or club aircraft operational procedures and or FAR violations occur. The solo or
pilot-in-command privileges in A.F.C. aircraft are automatically suspended pending an A.F.C.
safety review. Members may be expelled for violations of the FARs and or these Policies and
Procedures, or for other causes deemed to undermine the Policies and Procedures and standard
levels of safe conduct. Due to the dynamic environment that we conduct our operations within
amendments and additions to this document will be ongoing. All club members will have a
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current copy and a signed receipt by the club member and a copy placed in the member folder at
all times while membership is activated.
Re-training Flights - The Chief Pilot, or an instructor may at their discretion require any
member to complete remedial or re-training flights in the interest of safety. This may include
ground training as well as flight training. These flights will be conducted at the member’s
expense. IT’S ALWAYS BETER TO STAY PROFICIENT IN THE AIRCRAFT THAT YOU
HAVE A CHECKOUT IN.
CROSS COUNTRY CHECKOUTS
Aircraft can be checked out for cross country flights remaining over-night. For these flights, the
Remain Overnight (RON) section applies. Aircraft will be available on a first come first serve
basis, however aircraft have to be scheduled five (5) days in advance with the Chief Pilot or
President. This is to assure that if a Check ride with a DPE is scheduled, they’re training aircraft
will be available. Cross country flights remaining overnight will require a minimum of 3 hours
(wet rate) per day. For updated wet rates, contact the President or Chief Pilot.

HANGAR AND OFFICE PROCEDURES
If you are the last person in the hangar and you are leaving for the day, or for an extended period
of time (greater than 1 hour), then secure the hangars as follows:
1. Ensure all lights are turned off, including the bathroom and bar area.
2. In the winter ensure the heater is on.
3. Engage door latches on each side of the door.
If these steps are not followed it may result in increased utility bills as well as aircraft
damage on those aircraft that require climate control. A minimum fee of $100 and a
maximum of the full amount required to fix the damaged aircraft, will be imposed on the
member not following these steps.
In the winter, ensure to turn off the heater when opening the door for an extended period of time,
greater than 15 minutes. Failure to do so will result in all heat leaving the hangar causing high
utilities bill. Failure to do so will result in a $100 fee.
Do not leave the aircraft outside for an extended period of time. You may leave an aircraft out
while you are flying and expect to be back within two hours. However, if you get diverted due
to weather, maintenance or other issues and the aircraft remains outside for longer than two
hours, a minimum fee of $200 will be assessed. This may cause significant heat damage to
aircraft and avionics, as well as it is an insurance requirement to maintain the aircraft hangared.
If the aircraft is damaged by hail or any other reason while it was out and unattended, then
the member will pay for all the damage.
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When leaving the office for the day ensure the A/C is off, the windows are closed and the lights
are off. If you have the windows open while here, ensure the A/C is off, otherwise Five Star
aviation will charge Arapahoe Flight Club $70 per incident, which A.F.C will pass on to the
member at fault. If water, or any other weather damage is the result of leaving the
windows open, Five Star will charge A.F.C for the damage which in turn will be passed to
the member at fault.
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